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Jumping to the main content of Monty Rakusen/Cultura/Getty Images A handrail for stairs that complies with Occupational Safety &amp; Health Administration standards should have a minimum height of 30 inches and a maximum height of 34 inches, the U.S. Department of Labor said. Railings along
floors or ramps must be 42 inches high and must contain a top rail and intermediate rail. OSHA regulations require that handrails include a top rail and intermediate rail, and the upper rail must be designed to allow for a firm grip, the U.S. Department of Labor said. In order to meet OSHA standards,
handrails made from metal tubes should have a minimum cross-sectional diameter of 1,5 inches, while hardwood railings should have a cross-sectional diameter of at least 2 inches. OSHA regulations also require handrail installations to have a multidirectional carrying capacity of at least 200 pounds. A
handrail that complies with OSHA standards should have a long part attached directly to a partition or wall, explains the U.S. Department of Labor. The fixing brackets should be placed on the lower side of the handrail to leave the top and both sides unobstructed. In addition, OSHA regulations prohibit
handrail installations that create projection risks, and standards require at least 3-inch clearance around handrails. OSHA standards require handrails on stairs with more than four risers, the U.S. Department of Labor said. To conform, stairs smaller than 44 inches wide should have handrails installed on
open sides. OSHA regulations also require handrails on at least one side of stairs that are enclosed on both sides and are less than 44 inches wide. This site is not available in your country This site is not available in your country With its huge photo windows, long red banquets, and curved wooden walls,
the Standard takes the style of an Edward Hopper 1950s diner (albeit with a less lonely vibe) and updates it with a minimalist, modern look. The food, designed by chef/co-owner Santiago Garat—who along with four partners owns the nearby Vietnamese eatery Sudestada and Spain's Sudestada Madrid
—mixes old school recipes with Porteña Modern Cuisine. Along with classic items like a Milanesa Napolitana-a kind of Argentine Wiener schnitzel with pasta sauce menu sports modern touches like a Kir de la Selva (Jungle Kir) made with maracuyá (passion fruit) and champagne. Stephanie Hager -
HagerPhoto/Photolibrary/Getty Images Install a handrail for outdoor steps by setting a post at the foot of the ladder, cutting the post to the angle of the stairs, and attaching the top rail. Add lower rails to decorate the handrail. To install the lower post, dig a post hole at least 18 inches into the ground. Set a
4x4 entry in the hole, and fill it with concrete to secure the entry. While the concrete is wet, use a 4-foot carpenter level to ensure that the post is vertical in all directions. Use a tape measure to mark a line 35 inches top of the lower step front edge. Use a speed box to mark a horizontal line over the front of
the post at the mark. Lay a board along the ladder, and measure the angle between the board and the post. Transfer the angle to the post to make a cutting line that cuts the 35-inch mark on both sides of the upright. Use a circular saw to cut up on the post along the angle line. Since the blade does not cut
all the way through the post, cut from both sides. Make a similar cut for the railing post at the top of the deck. Install the upper rail between the posts, extending several inches below the lower post. Cut the rail to the desired length, and then sand and finish it. Jump to main contentHome Skills
JoineryTimeComplexityCost If you have a loose stair rail, a weak stair rail or no rail at all, fix the problem by installing a stable anchored railing as we show here. Would your stair rail hold up to three energetic youth sticking to it like this? If you are not sure, or if you have stairs with missing rails, now is the
time to fix the problem. More accidents occur on stairs than anywhere else in the house, and a strong stair way goes a long way towards making stairs safer and easier to use. In this article we will show you how to cut and mount your rail, how to mount it firmly to the wall framing and determine the right
handrail height.150-grit sandpaper4d finish nails90-second epoxyMasking tape (1-1/2-in. wide)Railing brackets materialRailingWood glueDesign we chose to replace stair railings easily exceeding building standards in many regions. We extended the stair rail beyond both the top and the lower steps.
Although this is not always possible, it allows you to understand the stairs railing sooner and hold the stair handrail longer to maintain good balance. Before you go shopping for your handrails for stairs, measure from the nosing of the upper landing to the floor at the bottom of the stairs and add 2 ft. This is
the length of the stair railing material you need. You will find code-approved handrails and the other materials you need at lumber yards and home centers. Hardwood handrails for stairs like oak stair railings we use are more expensive. Pine and poplar rails cost less. In addition to the stair rail, you will
need wall-mounted handrail mounts, a package with two-part, 90-second epoxy and about 4 ft2×4. Buy enough brackets to install two at the top, one at the bottom and one was 48 in. between the top and bottom of the stairs railing. Check out these 100 home enhancement hacks you wish you knew
earlier. To replace the stair rail, start by finding and marking studs. To be sure, handrails for stairs must be securely anchored to the wood framing behind plaster or plaster. Here are some tips for locating the studs:Start by inspecting the skirt board to see if you can detect a pattern of nails that might
indicate studs. Then use a stud finder to verify the locations. Most is 16 in. at the center, so when you find one, you can try to measure horizontally to locate the next. When you find a stud, mark it with a strip of masking tape. We used blue tape for photo clarity, but easy to remove (low tack) masking tape
would be a better choice to avoid damaging the paint or wallpaper. Mark each stud along the stairs plus one beyond the top and bottom risers. You'll decide later on which ones to use. Studs aren't always where you want them. If no stud is present at the top, use metal toggle anchors to mount the bracket
under the short horizontal part of the rail. If the wall ends near the top or bottom step, you will not be able to extend the rail. Instead, simply return it to the wall. In addition to finding the studs, you have to make marks at the top and bottom of the staircase to indicate the standard railing height above the
stairs. In order to meet the building code requirements, the stair railing should be fitted so that the top edge of the handrail height is 34 to 38 in. above the front edge of the staircase. We picked 36 in. Step 3 (below) shows how to find this wall-mounted handrail= highlight at the top of the stairs. Don't be
one of those guys! Check out these13 crawl-worthy home improvement fails. Family Handyman Find the studs in the wall above the stairs. Use a stud finder and mark the places with strips of 1-1/2 in. masking tape centered about 36 in. above the stairs. Complete DIY project like a pro! Sign up for our
newsletter! Do it right, do it yourself! Family HandymanPlumb up from the front edge of the upper staircase nosing and sticking a piece of tape on the wall. Make a vertical line even with the front of the muzzle and a horizontal line at 36 in. Do the same in the bottom tread. Later you will align the top of the
rail with these handrail height marks and locate rail brackets. Then use the mark at the top to place the rail before attaching it to the brackets. Cut the rail to length and mount the joint The next step is to cut the stair rail and glue on the short horizontal section at the top. Since the rail runs parallel to the
stairs, you can use the stair noses as a guide to cut the rail to the right length and calculate the top angle. Family HandymanStart by cutting a 45-degree angle at one end of the stair rail and resting this end on the floor. This cut is for the short return to the wall. Family HandymanWith the rail resting on the
front of the stairs, mark where the rail contacts the nose of the upper staircase. Family HandymanSet your power miter saw cutting a 16-degree angle and saw the rail at the mark. Cut the opposite 16-degree angle on the remaining rail bit. Use it for the horizontal upper part. This is an approximate angle.
You're testing the fit. Family HandymanTest the fit of rail joint. Adjust the cutting angle and recut both pieces until the joint is tight. Don't worry if you lose some length on the rail. It will only reduce the distance rail extends down, which is not you are satisfied with the fit, cut the short horizontal stair rail part
to length with a 45-degree miter on the end. Make it long enough to extend a few inches past the next stud so you can add a wall-mounted handrail mount underneath it. Family HandymanThe shallow angle makes it difficult to connect to short and long stair rail sections with nails or screws. And dowels or
other joining methods require the precision of a cabinetmaker. So instead we'll show you a simple method to go with the two with quick-setting epoxy. Cut 2x4s on edge at the same angle as the rail and join them with screws driven at an angle. Then support the rail sections with 2x4s as you press and
hold the joint together. With 90-second epoxy, you will be able to hand-hold the joint together long enough for epoxy to grab. Concentrate on keeping the profiles precisely lined up and compressing the rails to eliminate gaps. Then leave the joint undisturbed for at least an hour. Overnight would be better,
because epoxy does not approach maximum strength for at least 24 hours. To protect the wood from epoxy that can seep out, the wrap rail ends with masking tape. Trim excess tape flush to the cut end with a sharp utility knife. Then carefully remove the tape after the epoxy has been set for five minutes.
The finished joint will probably require grinding to smooth the edges. Do this after epoxy hardens. Family HandymanAlign the top of the handrail with 36-in.-high marks on the strap (see close-up photo below), and mark along the underside of the rail at each stud location for the handrail height. Family
HandymanAlign the railing with the common mark on the wall and pay close attention to the handrail height. Family HandymanCenter stairs railing the mount vertically on the stud and sight over the top to align it with the mark to ensure handrail height. Then mark all three screw holes. Do this at the studs
closest to the top and bottom of the rail. Family HandymanPremises exactly the middle of studs. Probe the wall with a finish nail to locate exactly the center of the stud. Gently tap to feel when the nail hits solid wood or misses the stick and enters easily. Shift the mount if necessary to center it on the stud
until there is solid wood behind both the top hole and the right handrail height is maintained. This is an important step because the rail brackets must be centered on the stud or one of the top two screws will miss the framing. If you displace the bracket, be sure to adjust the handrail height so that the top
rest is aligned with the mark. You may have to patch some nail holes, but this beats having a mount pull loose. Family HandymanDrill 1/8-in. pilot holes for the rails mount screws. You should feel the piece drill in solid wood. Angle holes slightly towards the center to make sure the screw catch the stud and
to have proper handrail height. Family HandymanRemove the masking tape and screw the bracket to the wall. Tilt the upper screws slightly to follow pilot holes Be careful when running the screws supplied with the brackets. The heads will break off easily if you don't predrill pilot holes. If you run the
screws with a drill, mount the bit in a magnetic bit holder to stretch it away from the drill. This gives you more leeway to run the angled screws. Family HandymanInstall the top and bottom brackets first and mount the rail to them. Attach the rail to the brackets with the screws and strap provided. Then add
the bracket under the short horizontal section. Finally, look down the stairs railing and straighten it before adding intermediate brackets. Family HandymanWith the stair railing mounted, it is easy to measure for and install the short pieces that return to the wall at the top and bottom of the rail. Measure from
the long point of 45-degree miter on the rail to the wall and add about 1/16 in. for a tight fit. Then cut the yield of your power miter saw. Cut them from longer pieces (at least 12 inches) to avoid getting your fingers too close to the blade. These returns are required by the building code, and for good reason.
They eliminate the possibility that loose clothing or a handbag strap can get stuck and cause a fall. In addition, they create a nice finished look on the ends of the stair rail. We attached the yield with wood glue and 4d finish nails, but you can also use the remaining 90-second epoxy. Predrill 1/16-in. holes,
glue and then thank the joint with 4d finish nails. Recessed nails with a nail set. When the rail is ready, you can remove it to paint or finish it by simply removing the screws from the U-shaped brackets. Since the screw holes are already drilled, it will be easy to reinstall. To install an outdoor stair railing.
Railing.
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